The Third Medicine & Humanities Interdisciplinary Colloquium

Autumn Semester 2020-2021

Organized by: Dr. Galit Wellner, Prof. Noam Shomron, Prof. Karen Avraham

Medicine and Humanities share a common research subject – humans. The basic and fundamental difference is the methodologies and research strategies applied, which could lead to similar or opposing conclusions. In the Colloquium, now in its third year, we will examine how the two disciplines approach the same topic, and discuss how the anomalies might contribute to a richer outcome.

- The Colloquium will take place in the Autumn Semester of 2020/21, approximately once a month on Tuesdays.
- The meetings will be held via Zoom, sponsored by the Biomed@TAU Research Hubs & Adelis Foundation.
- Recordings will be available for later viewing on the Biomed site - https://en-biomed.tau.ac.il/.
- Lectures will be held in Hebrew, unless stated otherwise.
- Attendance is free of charge.

For more information please contact Dr. Galit Wellner: GalitWellner@post.tau.ac.il

Tuesday, November 3, 2020, 10:00-11:30
Dr. Boaz Barak (Tel Aviv University), “Neuron-glia interaction, myelination and behavior: how are they all intertwined?”

Dr. Oren Bader (Heidelberg University), “Intersubjectivity in mental disorders – a phenomenological investigation”

Tuesday, December 8, 2020, 10:00-11:30
Prof. Alexander Golberg (Tel Aviv University), “Offshore biorefinery for sustainable food chemicals and fuels production in Israel”

Dr. Daniel Mishori (Tel Aviv University), “Bioethics, corona, ecology & public health”

Tuesday, January 12, 2021, 10:00-11:30 (in English)
Prof. Shay Ben-Shachar (Personalized Medicine & Genomics, Clalit Research Institute and Tel Aviv University), “Big data used for personalized medicine”

Prof. Minna Ruckenstein (Helsinki University), “‘Metoo machine’ – antidepressants and their life-effects”